Abstract

In the past couple of years multi-topic summarization is a research investigation that has expanded much attention. There has been a variety of effort on generating natural language summaries for variety of topics, but this is feasible only for a very small number of topics. In this research paper the method trying to provide automatic detection of topics to be summarized that is can determine how many topics should be chosen for automatic summarization. This is effectively done through the combined efficient framework of ontology based and non ontology based systems will be optimistic for the excellence of topic summary. To achieve this propose to apply latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) model for capturing the semantic information on topic transcription. LDA is a generative model and defines a probabilistic method for generating a new document. The LDA model is utilized for estimating topic sharing in queries and word recorded topic documents, and the identical is performed at the topic level. Concept based topic matching between query words and topic documents are performed using ontology based and non ontology based matching algorithm. The results of topic level matching methods are evaluated between the automatic topic detection method and predefined topic detection mechanism along with the experimental results shown to be complementary.
Using Latent Dirichlet Allocation to Incorporate Domain Knowledge with Concept based Approach for Automatic Topic Detection
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